
 

 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Productivity gains essential for growth in regional Australia. 

 

If Australia is to continue to be the Lucky Country then it will have to start building it.  This is 

the message from prominent economist Kristian Kolding in addressing the SEGRA 

conference in Alice Springs today.  

Leading economist and contributing author of the Positioning for Prosperity? Catching the 

Next Wave, Kristian Kolding drove home the message that to make the most of the 

opportunities that will arise in the next 25 years Australia will have to achieve serious 

productivity gains as the main means of sustaining prosperity. 

In addressing the 250 delegates at Australia’s premier regional conference , Mr Kolding 

described the25 growth pockets which Deloitte’s research had identified. “Together, these 

sectors could contribute a further $250 billion to Australia’s economy and represent a boom 

as large as mining” said Kristian who then went on to say “More importantly, these growth 

pockets are more diverse than mining and therefore have the ability to bring prosperity to 

more areas of the economy.” 

It is important not just to know where these growth pockets are’ said SEGRA convenor Kate 

Charters,” I n order to secure the wealth and wellbeing of rural communities it is important 

to understand how business and communities will be affected at the local economy scale”  

We now have a number of tools to enable more localised planning using specific data, 

choice modelling and social surveying” she said. “Understanding how these opportunities 

play out in different regions at supply chain and demand levels and their elasticity will 

critically inform local business decision making” 

“There are clearly opportunities for regional Australia and these tools will be of significant 

benefit in enabling rural communities to more confidently plan for their longer term 

sustainable futures” Said Ms Charters. 

SEGRA has been speaking out for regional Australia for 18 years. It is a critical forum where 

regional development practitioners, industry, researchers and government bring together 

their combined knowledge on regions from across Australia.  After the conference a 

Communiqué ‘Speaking up for Regional Australia’ will capture some of the key proposals 

and initiatives and will be widely available. 

A full conference program is available at www.segra.com.au 

 

http://www.segra.com.au/
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-Ends- 
 

 

Kristian Kolding, Associate Director, Deloitte Access Economics 

Kristian Kolding is also a participating in Spotlight 4 - Productive Industry - 
Future Trends and the Impacts on Regional Australia 

Connecting with Australia's Future Prosperity 

Abstract 

Australia will face an economic growth challenge in the coming decades. 
Retiring baby boomers, falling commodity prices, and a lack of productivity-
enhancing economic reform mean that living standards may come under 
increasing pressure.   

Even so, there will also be key areas of economic prosperity for Australia, 
and regional Australia, in the years ahead.  As has been true historically, 
these areas of prosperity will occur where global demand and Australian 
advantage coincide.   

Regional Australia needs to start acting now to position itself for the future. 
Where will the opportunities lie? And how can regional Australia take 
advantage?  This presentation aims to start a positive conversation about the 
economic future of regional Australia.  

  

Biography 

Kristian Kolding joined Deloitte through the acquisition of Access Economics 
in 2011. He is an Associate Director in Deloitte Access Economics’ 
Macroeconomic Policy and Forecasting team where he undertakes much of 
the economic forecasting underlying publications such as Business 
Outlook and Building the Lucky Country. Kristian’s economic consulting 
experience covers a wide range of areas, including industrial relations, 
infrastructure privatisations, and education and labour market policy. 

Prior to joining Access Economics, Kristian completed a Masters of 
Economics in Denmark and spent time working in India. He is currently 
undertaking his MBA at the Australian Graduate School of Management and 
in his spare time Kristian enjoys getting outdoors to coach his soccer team. 

  

 

 

 

Dr. Kim Houghton, Adjunct Associate Professor, University of Canberra 

Dr. Kim Houghton is a On the Couch Participant and a speaker in Best 
Practice 2 - Applied Research andSpotlight 8 - Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship 

 
Modelling Local Economic Impacts of Megatrends 
 

 

 

http://www.segra.com.au/segra_spotlights.html#spotlightfour
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_spotlights.html#spotlightfour
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_casestudies.html#casetwo
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_casestudies.html#casetwo
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_spotlights.html#spotlighteight
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_spotlights.html#spotlighteight
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Abstract 

Small regional economies are highly vulnerable to external shocks from 
‘megatrends’ – major changes in markets, pricing, climate or policy. It has 
been difficult to map the impacts of these shocks at the local economy scale 
in ways in which communities can see themselves in the data and recognise 
their local supply chains, as the standard approaches of input-output models 
or regional CGE models discount local economic specialisations. This paper 
applies a supply chain elasticity approach based on firm-level performance 
data from firms in the target supply chains in the selected locality. Firm level 
data is then combined with regional economic data to enable modelling of the 
immediate and long term localised consequences of particular economic 
shocks. This hybrid approach ensures that local supply chain responses duly 
reflect adaptive capacities and histories of key firms, yielding modelling 
results which are generally perceived as more believable and more valuable 
by the communities concerned. Modelling shows that local labour market 
responses to external shocks are usually non-linear. Responses are highly 
elastic within quite wide limits, which usually mutes the immediate 
employment impact, while outside these limits a tipping point is crossed 
which triggers a sudden change. The results help explain why input-output 
and CGE models tend to overstate the impacts of some shocks and 
understate others. The results help communities and policymakers 
understand the local-level consequences of external shocks, facilitating future 
adjustment strategies. 

  

Using the Community Adaptability Tool 
 

 
Abstract 

'Securing the Wealth and Wellbeing of Rural Communities' is a national 
collaboration between researchers and consultants, who together with five 
pilot communities, have developed a participatory planning tool and process 
(Community Adaptability Tool - CAT) that enables rural communities to 
confidently plan for their longer-term, sustainable futures. Based on a robust 
process that incorporates quantitative and qualitative approaches to providing 
locally specific, meaningful and usable data, the team employs a number of 
techniques including choice modelling and social surveying to assist 
communities in their decision-making for preferred social and economic 
futures. 
 
The team will conduct an interactive, hands-on workshop that demonstrates 
the CAT to explain how the process works. Workshop participants will have 
the opportunity to use the CAT themselves and to see first-hand how the tool 
and process enables different future-scenarios to be considered and how the 
likely social and economic impacts of particular choices can be accurately 
assessed. 

  

Biography 

Kim Houghton established specialist consultancy firm Strategic Economic 
Solutions in 1997 to help regional communities understand and prosper from 
the economic changes happening around them. Kim is also Adjunct 
Associate Professor in regional development at the University of Canberra. 
Kim’s research expertise covers regional economic planning and 
development, small and home based business issues, entrepreneurship, 
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economic gardening, and project and program evaluation. Kim has also 
created innovative programs to help small businesses directly – including the 
Springboard Business Development program and the Small Business 
Futures workshop series. Kim was previously Chief Economist with the 
Council of Small Business Organisations of Australia, worked at the 
Australian National University in Pacific economic relations, and worked in 
the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. Kim has a PhD in 
economics from the Australian National University and a BSc from the 
University of Tasmania. 

 

 

SEGRA 2014 is proudly supported by Desert Knowledge Australia, the Northern Territory 

Government, Regional Development Australia – Northern Territory, Kimberley, Wheatbelt WA, 

Midwest Gascoyne, Far north Queensland and Torres Strait, Far North, Pilbara, Goldfields 

Esperance, and Bendigo Bank.  

 

To arrange interviews with speakers please contact conference convenor Ms Kate Charters  on 0408 

882871. 

For  general  interviews about issues affecting regional Australia  please contact Professor  Geoff 

Cockfield, Founding member of SEGRA, (04) 0949-0073  

 
SEGRA Secretariat 
GPO Box 2301, BRISBANE, Q 4001 
Phone: (07) 3210 0021Fax: (07) 3210 0044 
WEB: www.segra.com.au/segra 
Email: info@segra.com.au 
Attention: News Editors / Chief of Staff 
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